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l. Introduction. 
If x>O, y-;,2, we denote by IJI(x, y) the number of positive ~tegers 
not exceeding x which contain no prime factors greater than y. An upper 
bound for IJI(x, y) was given by RANKIN (5J: 
(1.1) IJI(x, y)< x exp {- 11ogs y log x+ log2 y+O ( 110g2 y)} ogy ogs y 
(log2 y stands for log logy, logs y for log log logy). For the region 
(1.2) 
the following improvement was derived in [2] by a different method: 
(1.3} IJI(x, y)<x(log y)2 exp ( -u log u-u log2 u+O(u}) 
where U= (log x)/(log y). Moreover, [2] contains a quite accurate asymp-
toti~ formula for lJI(x, y), certainly valid if logy> (log x)213: 
(1.4} lfi(:t, y) ,....., xe(u} 
where u=(log x)Jlog y, and e(u) is tl).e solution of the differential-difference 
equation u e'(u)= -e(u:_ 1)(u> l) with initial conditionse(u)= 1 (O.;;;;u.;;;; 1), 
e(u) continuous at U= 1. 
Formula (1.4} was established previously in the smaller region 
log y>c log X (for any posjtive C< l) by K. DICKMAN (3], S. D. 0HOWLA, 
T. VIJAYARAGHAVAN, V. RAMl\SWAMI, and A. A. BucHSTAB (for references 
see (2]). 
With this function (J, which is asymptotically (for u --* oo) 
(1.5) e(u)=exp[ -u{logu+ log2u-1+ 11~~2: -lo~u +0(~~~=;22) }] 
(see [1]), we can rewrite (1.3) as 
(1.6) IJI(x,_ y)<X (log y)2 e(u} eO(u) ((log x)2<y<xll3). 
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If y is less than about log x, the behaviour of lJI is entirely ·diffetentf. 
A special result was obtained by P. ERDos [2], who showed that 
(1. 7) 
if X~ CXJ, 
In the present paper we have two main results, both derived (as far 
as upper estimates are concerned) by the method Rankin used for (1.1). 
The first one (theorem 1) is an, asy:v;tpt9tic f.oqnula for log lJI(x, y), effective 
if y ~ CXJ, u ~ CXJ. It shows clearly how the asymptotic behaviour of 
log lJI chang~s,,aro~d y=lc;>g x~ The second, on~ (~h~orem~) is an improve-
ment of (1.3), but it is the method rather than the improvement that 
makes it worth-while to insert it in this paper. 
Theorem 1. With the abbreviation 
(l.S} · ' { (· '·, · · Y · ) } log ll:' f · · · (· log i)· ·} y' Z = log 1 + -1 -.. · 1-- ;t ~ log 1 + --. · -1 .. -. -og x · 1 og y , t · · .· · · . y .. og '!!· 
we have, u:P:iformly ,for 2<Y,<X, 
! . ,!_ (1.9) log 'lJI(i, y) =Z {l +O((log y)-1) -tO((log2 x)-1) +O((u+ 1)-1)}, 
where u:~~IogxJJ(log y)·. 
Theorem 2. If c is a constant, c> I, 1we have for 
uniformly 
(1.10) 
where 
{ log lJI(x; y) <log (xe(u))+!log (~ +u)+ 
+0(lo~y)+0((logx)2/y)+0(R), 
Iogv . .. . 
R = J exp (s1Jf(1og y)) V(e8 ) ds, 
1 
and V is a function connected with the error term l:n the pH:nle ·miniber 
theorem {s~e (4.1)}: 
The .term Q(~) on the right-4and side of (l.lO) is. not easily simplified 
without losing something in some region or other. It is certainly small 
compared to the main term log (a;e(u)). A rough esti:rnate,can be obtained 
by taking V(e8)=exp (-s1), and splitting the interval 1<s<.logy into 
l<s<:{Jlogy,, {Jlog'y.;;;,s<,log'j;, where {Us a constant b,etween.O and J . 
.A' quite strong result' can be· Obtained if something in the direction of the 
Riemann hypothesis is true. It can be sho~ that if <5 and.O are constants, 
• . . ' •I. I . 
0<0<1, <5>(1-0)-1, and if the Riemann zeta function has no zeros 
with real par:t >0, then. R±0(1) if y> (log x}''~ 
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If c and d are constants, 1 < c < d, and (log x)c < y <(log x)d, the estima4l 
(1.10) is almost contained in (1.9), although the error term in (1.10) is 
smaller. We have 
xe(u) =exp (Z +O(u)) 
in such a region. If, however, y= (log x)v and v- oo, then (1.10) is better 
than the upper estimate contained in (1.9). 
2. A lower bound. 
There is an almost trivial lower bound for 'P(x, y) which fits remarkably 
well to our .upper bounds. This lower bound is W(x, y), defined by 
(2.1) W(x,y)= (N~K) 
where N =n(y) (i.e. the number of primes <;y), K =[(log x)j(log y)]. 'It 
is easily seen that W(x, y) represents the number of solutions of 
2 ~P < (log x)j(log y) 
V~1J< 
in: non-negative integers ~P· This number of solutions. does not exceed 
the number of solutions of 
I ~P log rp ,..;;; log x, 
P~11 
whence 
W(x, y) < 'P(x,'y) (2 <y<x). 
We infer, by Stirling's formula 
(2.2) log IJI(x, y) > (N +K) log (N +K) -N logN -.K logK +0(1), 
uniformly for 2 < y < x. 
The main terms on the right-'hand side of (2.2) can be written as 
N K J log ((K +t)ft) dt or J log ((N +t)jt) dt, 
0 0 
and these formulas show u's the effect of relatively. small perturbations 
in N and K. Using N =y(log y)-l+O(y(log y)-2), K =u+O(l), we easily 
verify that (2.2) implies 
(2.3) log IJI(x, y)-;;.Z {l +O((log y)-1) +O((u+ 1)-1)}. 
3. Rankin's method. 
Rankin's method is easily explained. Let Y represent the set of all 
integers which are entirely composed of prime factors <;y. Then we have, 
for every 'fJ > 0 
P(x, '!))= 2 1 < 2 (xjd)'~<; .! (xfd)'~=x'~ TI (r:--p-'~)- 1 • 
a.;;;.,,deY d~a:.<leY ·dEY . P~11 
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Therefore 
(3.1) lJI(x,y)<.x'~ II (1-p-'~)-1 
v.;;;11 
The difficulty lies in selecting 'fJ such that the right-hand side of (3.1) 
is small. Rankin used 'f/=1-(logay)/(logy). We shall use instead 'fJ=G, 
where a is defined by 
(3.2) a = {log ( 1 + lo~ x) } j log y, 
which is particularly successful at least in the region y..;;(log x)c, where 
c is any constant > 1. For larger values of y we shall obtain better results 
with 'f/=7: (see 3.7). 
We owe to the reader some motivation for the choice of a or-r. It will 
turn out that the expression 
11 
(3.3) 'fJ log x + J log {( 1- t-'~)-1} (log t)-1 dt, 
is a good approximation to the logarithm of the right-hand side of (3.1). 
(The error is D, studied in sec. 4). Therefore, it seems to be very reasonable 
to take 'fJ such that (3.3) is minimal. This means that 'fJ has to satisfy 
11 
(3.4) log x= J (t'~-1)-1 dt. 
In a region y <(log x)c a reasonable approximation to the solution of 
(3.4) is obtained if we replace t'~-1 by y'~-1. This leads to the choice 
'fJ =a (see (3.2)). 
On the other hand, if, for example 
(3.5) 
then we can "streamline" (3.4) by writing 
(3.6) 
log 11 
log X= J e(l-'1>" dv. 
1 
In sec. 6 we shall use 'fJ = -r:, where -r: satisfies (3.6) .. That is 
(3.7) -r= 1-mlog y), 
where e; -1 =~(log x)j(log y), ~ > 0. 
4. Application of the prime number theorem. 
We use the following notation: li y is the logarithmic integral 
11 
li y = J (log t)-1 dt 
e 
(instead of the slightly more cumbersome usual definition as the principal 
value of fo (log t)-1 dt). Furthermore, let V be a continuous positive 
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function whose integral can be used as error term in the prime number 
theorem: 
11 
(4.1) n(y)-li y=O( f V(t) dt) (y--+ oo). 
We can take V(t) = exp ( -c (log t)!) (de la Vallee-Poussin). even 
V(t)=exp (-(log t)417 -e) (Tchudakoff), and V(t)=C! log t ifthe Riemann 
hypothesis is true. 
We put 
11 
(4.2) D= I log{(l-p-'~)- 1}- f{log(1-t-'~)- 1 }dlit. 
P~V 
We shall estimate D if, for the time being, nothing is assumed about 1J 
apart from 'YJ > 0. Let f be any positive monotonically decreasing function 
with a continuous derivative for e < t < oo. Then we have, if y > e, inte-
grating by parts, 
II 11 f f(t) d(n(t)-li t)=f(y) (n(y)-li y)-f(e) (n(e)-li e)- f f'(t) (n(t)-li t) dt. 
e 
Since f' does not change sign we have, by (4.1), 
11 11 t f f'(t) (n(t)-li t) dt=O(f ( -f'(t)) dt .f V(s) ds). 
• • 
Integrating by parts, we obtain for the right-hand side 
II 11 
0( f (f(t)-f(y)) V(t) dt)=O( f f(t) V(t) dt) . 
• 
Hence 
11 11 f f(t) d(n(t) -li t) = 0( f f(t) V(t) dt) . 
• 
Applying this to (4.2), taking f(t)=log {(1-C'~)-1}, we obtain 
(4.3) 
where h(1J) =O(log n-1) if 0 < 'YJ < t. h('YJ) =0(2-'~) if 'YJ > t, and U 1 is defined by 
II 
(4.4) U1= flog {(l-t-'~)-1} V(t) dt. 
5. Proof of theorem I. 
In this section, we shall replace 'YJ by a (see (3.2)). We first estimate 
W1- W2, where 
II (5.1) W1= flog{(l-t-")-l}(logt)-ldt, 
'V 
(5.2) W2=log {(1-y-")-1} f (log t)-1 dt. 
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We have 
u • 
l¥1- l¥2 =a J (sa -I)-1 s-1 ds J (log t)-1 dt, 
whence l¥1- lV2=0(S), where 
u log u 
(5.3) · 8'==0' J (sa-l)- 1 (log s)-: 1 ds=.O' f tea~-:-1)- 1 e11 v.;-~ dv;, 
4 1 
We can deal in a similar way with (4.4). This leads (with fJ=,a),tq· 
u u 
(5.4) U1=0(log {(I-y-a)-1} J V(t) dt)+O(a f(sa-'--1)~·1 V(s) ds). 
e e 
The second term is O{S), as V(s) =(log s)-1 is a trivial possibility for Vt: 
· Next we remark that log {(I L_ y-a)-1} =log (1 '+yd. log x), w:hence. 
(5.5) ( y ) log x . · (' log x) a log x+ l¥2= log 1 + 1-- -1 - + (h y) log l!.J-- _._,._ . og x og y y 
Finally, combining (3.1), (4.2),' (4.3) with the above' formulas, we obtain 
log lJ'(;, y) < log'('l + -1 y ) llog x .+ 
ogx ogy 
{5.6) ( logx)' . 11 · +log 1+-y- (liy+O(fV(t)dt)) 
+O(h(a))+O(S). 
We shall study S, given by (5.3), in three different regions: 
(i) O<a.;;;(log 2)/(log y), corresponding to the interval y.;;;log x, 
(ii) (log 2)/log y<a<:!, corresponding to values of y from log x to 
roughly (log x)2, 
(iii) !<a< I__: (log log,x+O(I))/(log x), correspondiitg to· valu~s of y from 
about (log x)2 to x. 
·In case (i) we have 
log u 
S=O(a J (av)-1evv-1,dv)=O(yf(1ogy)2). 
1 
In case (ii) we have 
(log 2)/a log u 
s=a f . +a J == 
1 (log 2)/a 
(log 2)/a log u 
=O(f p-2evrJv)+O(a J v-1e<1-alvdv)= 
1 ' (log 2)/a 
=0(a2 eUog 2)/a) +0(ae<1-al lou (log y)-1) = 
=0(a2 eUog 2lla) +O(a(log x) (log y)-1). 
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We shall show that in the latter expression the firs.t term is not oflarger 
order than the seq<;>nd 01).ff. Wep.ut y=,Q1pg x,. whence ,1 ~.Q<l~;>g x. Tl;ten 
a2 exp ((~og 2)/a) =·a ; ,log(1 + Q) ·· exp (log~ · logY) = 
logy log(1 +Q) 
.=O { f1 • log X • log(l +Q) • :eX (log 2'; lb'g log x)·}. 
· log y log 'x · · ,P 1og'('1+ Q) • · 
We h&Y!i t9 .. show that 
( log 2 · log log x) ( log x ) (5.7) exp log( I +Q) = 0 log(1 +Q) 
if x -J>- oo, l<;Q~log·x. 
It is easily seen that ( 5. 7) is true if l < Q < 3. We next assume 3 < Q <log x. 
Then the left-hand side t5f (5.7) iSO((log x)i), ~nd this is O(log xflog~ x). 
This proves that ( 5. 7) holds, and that in case (ii) 
S=O(a(log x) (log y)-1). 
In case (iii) we have (1-a) log y=log2 x+O(l), whence 
Iog.'l/ 
S = 0( J v"'" 1 e<1 -al~ dv) = 
1 
(1-a) l6g 11 . 1 (1-a) log 'II 
=0( J · t:...1 et dt) =0( J )+0( J )= 
1-a 1-a 1 
= O(log2 x) + O((log x)j(log2 x;)) r;=O( (log x~j(log2 x) ). · 
In case (i) and in ca~e (ii) we ~erived 
S=O(y(log y)-2), S=O(a(log x) (log y)-1), 
respectively. Tt easily follows tllat s =O(Z'flog 'y) in both cases. In case (iii) 
we p.aveS =O(log xjlog2 'x), artdZ> b1o~ X>! log X, whence s~O(Zjlog2 x). 
·'We have to devote s01ne attentioii to the error term O(h(a)) of '(5.6) 
(cf. (4.3)). If y<log x we have a-l=O((log y) (log x)fy), whence 
h(cr}=O(log o:-1) =:=O(log2 y) +On<;>g ((log x)fy)) =:= 
=O(log2 y) +O(log (l +(log x)jy)) =O(Z y-i (lo~ 'y) (log2 y)). 
If log x.(y'<x we ha~e a:...l='O(log'y) whence 
h(o}=O(logi! yj ~O(Z y-1· ~og y) (log2 y)). 
So finally, (5.6) leads to• 
(5.8) log lJ'(x, y)<:Z(1+0((log y)-;}) +O((loga x)-1 )} 
uniformly for 2 <: y < x. 
From (2.3) and (5.8) theorem i follows. 
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6. Proof of theorem 2. 
We take a constant c> l, and we restrict x andy by x>ec and 
(6.1) exp {(c log2 x-clog c)/(1 _:::_(log x)-lc)} .;;;;y<x. 
The lower bound is roughly c-c (log x)c. 
We shall apply Rankin's method with 1J=-c,-c=1-~f(logy),~>0, 
e"-1=~u,u=(Iogx)((logy) (see (3.7)). If xis fixed, andy increases 
through the interval (6.1), then ~ decreases through the interval 
(6.2) log2 x-Iog c;;;.~>O, 
And, since -c= 1- (e" -1)/(log x), -c increases through the interval 
(6.3) 
We apply (3.1), (4.2), and .(4.3) with 'Yj=-c: 
II 
(6.4) log lJf(x, y) .;;;;-clog x+ flog {(l--t-T)-1} {(log t)-1 +0( V(t))} dt+0(1). 
e 
We have log {(l-rT)-1}=t-T+O(t-2•), V(t)=O((logt)-1), whence 
(6.5) ) 
II 
log P(x, y).;;;;log x-u~+ f rT (log t)-1 dt+ 
e 
II II 
+0(! C'V(t) dt)+O(! t-2T (log t)-1 dt). 
Substituting t = y"1 ~ we obtain 
II o 
(6.6) f t-T (log t)-1 dt = f es s-1 ds. 
1-T 
It is not difficult to find a few terms of the asymptotic behaviour of the 
latter integral in terms of u, but accidentally a very close approximation 
can be obtained from the asymptotic formula for e(u), which is, according 
to [1], 
(6. 7) (u -l>- oo ), 
also with e~ -1:= ~ u; y is Euler's constant. It follows that (6.6) equals 
(6.8) u ~+log e(u) +log2 y+!log (l +u) +0(1). 
It results that for the region (6.i) we have 
)
log lJf(x, y) .;;;;log {x e(u) (logy) (1 + u)i} +0(1) + 
(6.9) II II 
+0( f t- 2T (log t)-1 dt) +0( f t-• V(t) dt). 
• e 
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The first error term is 
log 11 
(6.10) 0( f ee• s-1 ds), withe= -1 + 2~/(log y). 
1 
By (6.2) we have ~<log2 x. It follows that (6.10) is 
log 11 
(6.11) 0( f ew• s-1 ds), with OJ= -1 + 2(log2 x)j(log y). 
1 
If -oo<OJ< (log y)-1 we have ew"=0(1), and (6.11) is O(log2 y) (It can 
even be reduced to 0(1) if y>(logx)2+'). If OJ>(logy)-1 we estimate 
log II 1/W !011 II w log II f e"J8s-1ds= f + f =0(log2 y)+0( f ezz-1dz)= 
1 1 1/W 1 
=O(log2 y) +O(ew Jog 11/(0J logy)). 
Since OJ is given by (6.11) it follows that 
II 
(6.12) ft-2T (log t)-1 dt=0(1og2 y)+O((log x)2jy). 
Next we turn to the second error term in (6.9). If we put t=e8 it becomes 
log 11 
0( f exp (s $/(logy)) V(e8 ) ds). 
1 
Since ~=1}+0(1), where 1J=log u+log2 (u+ 1), it does not do any harm 
to replace~ by 1J· Therefore theorem 2 follows from (6.9), at least if x>ct, 
where c1 is such that x > c1 implies that the left-hand side of ( 6.1) is less 
than (log x)c. 
Finally, (1.10) is trivial for 2<;x<;Ct, (log x)c,;;;;y.;;;x, since the term 
(log x)2jy has a positive lower bound and log 'l'(x, y) has a positive upper 
bound under these circumstances. 
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